
BTJ 2007 Status Update as of April 22, 2008:

BTJ Course Outcomes Fall 10th 
day 
headcount

Dropped BTJ 
after 10th day, 
but before 
evaluation

Earned Full 
credit (2 
credits)

Earned 
partial credit 
(1 credit) No Credit

Unknown, 
not posted

% earned 
FULL credit 
(of those who 
did not drop 
course)

% earned 
NO credit (of 
those who 
did not drop 
course)

Total BTJ Cohort 103 4 59 5 34 1 59.6% 34.3%
WATEP Reportable subgroup 
(excludes those served by KEY) 35 3 19 1 12 0 59.4% 37.5%

BTJ Cohort Evergreen 
Persistance

Fall 10th 
day 
headcount

Headcount 
retained to winter 

08
% retained to 

winter 08

Headcount 
retained to 
spring 08

% retained 
to spring 08

Total BTJ Cohort 103 89 86.4% 88 85.4%
WATEP Reportable subgroup 
(excludes those served by KEY) 35 30 85.7% 28 80.0%

Fall-to-spring persistance for BTJ participants is only slightly higher than the rate for all new first-time, first-year students (82.4%).

Now that all but 1 of the BTJ evaluations are posted, it is confirmed that 34% of the students failed to 
earn any credit.  The January 18th report which you received included the known 26 students with 
NCR's posted to their records, but the Registrar predicted that as many as one-third would ultimately 
fail to earn credit once all credits were posted.  Her prediction was correct.  Furthermore, an 
additional 5% only earned half of their credits.  

2 of the students who received No Credit were conditionally admitted, and thus will be at risk of 
academic warning or potentially a more strict college response.



Washington TRIO Expansion Program detail

Total BTJ cohort N=103
WATEP Criteria N % of BTJ Cohort
Pell Grant 23 22.3%
Below Federal Poverty Level 27 26.2%
First Generation 9 8.7%
Disability 7 6.8%
Any WATEP Eligibility 38 36.9%
Served by KEY (Fall) 1
Joined KEY (Winter) 2
Remaining reportable WATEP 
students 35

There are only minor changes to report to the initial WATEP eligibility for the BTJ cohort.  
Based on new data developed by admin computing and financial aid, students who are below 
the federal poverty level can now be identified.  That criteria has been added to the detail table 
below.  This additional data element increased the WATEP eligible students in BTJ from 32 to 
38.

The other change to the eligible WATEP population is that two additional BTJ eligible students 
joined KEY during winter quarter. Thus, 3 students are now not countable in the WATEP 
performance cohort, since they are being served by our existing federal TRIO program.  That 
said, with the new "below poverty" group added, our countable WATEP cohort actually 
increased from 31 reportable students based on fall quarter analysis to 35 as of this date.


